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GAMES

Guildhall 2: Job Faire
In Guildhall, 2-4 players compete to create 
a prosperous kingdom by recruiting skilled 
laborers into their guild chapters. Collect 
sets of cards with unique abilities. Use 
completed sets to claim victory cards. But 
will you go for points or use a special 
power? Which will lead to ultimate victory? 
A standalone game, Job Faire is fully 
compatible with the original Guildhall: 
Old World Economy. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2013.  
AEG 5602 ..................................$29.99

Straw: the Game that broke 
the Camel’S baCk 
The Final Straw? Or the one that broke 
the Camel’s Back? You decide in this fast, 
furious, and fun card game of merchants 
and their wares. Straw is a light-hearted 
family game where players pack goods on 
top of the Camel. But, be careful! If your 
card breaks the Camel’s back, you lose! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (6) 
AEG 5002-D ..............................$59.94
Game
AEG 5002-S .................................$9.99

Star Fleet battleS module C6: 
loSt empireS 
Featuring 280 die-cut counters, Lost 
Empires covers the extinct Paravian and 
Carnivon empires, presented with two 
alternate histories. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
ADB 5636 ..................................$27.95

GhoSt StorieS: 
white moon expanSion 
White Moon is an extension of Ghost 
Stories, a cooperative board game where 
players embody powerful Taoist priests 
battling to return the Lord of the Nine 
Hells and his henchmen to the demonic 
underworld. Fight together against the 
forces of evil to win a common victory - or 
suffer a cruel defeat! Discover new ghosts, 
new incarnations of Wu-Feng, and a new 
ally - the mysterious Su-Ling! Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
ASM GHOMU02 ........................$46.99

o/a leGend oF the Five rinGS 
rpG: imperial hiStorieS 2 
Housed within the Ikoma Libraries and the 
Temple to Tengen are the Imperial Histories, 
the chronicles of the Emerald Empire. Their 
pages tell the story of an Empire that is 
destined for greatness! Legend of the Five 
Rings RPG: Imperial Histories 2 details 
thirteen new eras, including the Reign of the 
Shining Prince, the Era of the Four Winds, 
and the Age of Exploration, as well as bold, 
new, alternate settings such as the Togashi 
Dynasty, the Shadowed Throne, and the 
Empire of the Emerald Stars! 
AEG 3311 ..................................$39.99

loGik Street 
With Logik Street, discover 84 challenges 
that increase in difficulty with every card! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
ASM LOG01US ..........................$19.99

AlliAnce GAme 
Distributors

Game trade maGazine #162
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game releases.
GTM 162 .................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

AlDerAc 
entertAinment Group

thunderStone advanCe 
Starter Set 
Prepare your party for a quest to claim 
the Thunderstone! Hire brave heroes, 
equip them with weapons, prepare your 
spells, and delve into the dungeon. Each 
monster you slay brings you closer to 
victory - and the dreaded Thunderstone 
Bearer! The Thunderstone Advance 
Starter Set provides everything 2-5 
players need to kill monsters and search 
for the Thunderstone, including all-new 
heroes, monster groups, and village 
cards for more experienced players. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
AEG 5023 ..............................$29.99

OFFeReD aGaiN

AmArillo 
DesiGn bureAu

AsmoDee eDitions

pix 
The goal of PIX is to draw a card, then 
“draw” the clue using the magnetic screens 
and pixels. The fewer pixels that you use, the 
more points! Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
ASM PIX01 .................................$34.99

onCe upon a time 
3rd edition: SeaFarinG taleS
Add skullduggery and swashbuckling 
adventure to your Once Upon A Time 
campaign with the Seafaring Tales 
expansion! Inspired by daring pirates and 
stories of the sea, the 38 Story Cards and 
17 Ending Cards in this set can be shuffled 
into your Once Upon a Time storytelling 
card game deck to add new themes and 
more variety to your game. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.
ATG 1033 ..................................$12.95

AtlAs GAmes

power ranGerS CCG: 
riSe oF heroeS 
Celebrating the 20th Anniversary of Power 
Rangers! Showcasing characters, powers, 
and weapons from Power Rangers 
Megaforce, Power Rangers R.P.M., Power 
Rangers Samurai, Power Rangers Super 
Samurai, and Mighty Morphin Power 
Rangers, the Power Rangers Action Card 
Game: Rise of Heroes features a 90-card 
set introduced in 40-card Theme Decks 
containing a Game Mat and a Game 
Manual offered in 8-count displays, as 
well as supplemental boosters packed 
in 15-count displays. Scheduled to ship 
in May 2013. NOTe: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
BOOsTeR Display (15)
BAI 23840-D ..............................$59.85
BOOsTeR pack 
BAI 23840-S ................................$3.99
Theme Deck 
BAI 23842-S ................................$9.99
Theme Deck Display (8) 
BAI 23842-D ..............................$79.92

bAnDAi AmericA
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ChronoloGy 
In Chronology, players compete to build 
their own timeline of cards. Posed with 
historical moments from Event cards, 
players decide where that event falls in 
their timeline - if they’re correct, they 
keep the card, and their timeline grows. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BFG 159 ............................................ PI

hero oF little round top 
puzzle (1000-pieCeS) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BFG 11292 ........................................ PI

arrowS oF indra 
Adventure in Naga-filled Jungles! Fight 
Asura Demons! Visit the Ruins of Ancient 
Rakshasa Empires! Seek Out the Shining 
Treasures of the Patala Underworld! In 
Arrows of Indra, a roleplaying game 
inspired by the Epic Myths of India during 
the Age of Heroes, players take on the roles 
of brave Kshatriya warriors, disciplined 
yogis, temple priests, rogues, assassins, 
and magic-using Siddhis as they seek the 
mysteries of the universe, fight duels for 
honor (and coin) in the Kalari Arenas, 
or become embroiled in the political and 
military intrigues of the human Bharata 
Kingdoms. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
S2P BED7001 .............................$29.99

boSS monSter: the dunGeon-
buildinG Card Game 
Inspired by classic video games, Boss 
Monster challenges you to become a villain, 
build a dungeon, lure in adventurers, and 
destroy them! In this Dungeon-Building 
Card Game, players compete to see 
who can lure (and dispatch) the most 
adventurers. But beware! You must make 
your dungeon as deadly as it is attactive, 
or the puny heroes might kill you first! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BGM 0001 .................................$24.99

SunFlower puzzle 
(1000-pieCeS) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BFG 535 ............................................ PI

diSney miCkey mouSe 
FiGurineS 4-paCk 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
CGD DCF11160 ...........................$8.00

SiGn oF Good taSte puzzle 
(1000-pieCeS) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BFG 11256 ........................................ PI

bond oF uniion puzzle 
(1000-pieCeS) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BFG 11362 ........................................ PI

diSney miCkey mouSe 
FiGurineS 8-paCk 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
CGD DCF11300 .........................$15.00

beDrock GAmes

brotherwise GAmes

buffAlo GAmes

cActus GAme DesiGn

diSney prinCeSS 
FiGurineS 8-paCk 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
CGD DCF11157 .........................$15.00

diSney Super aSSortment 
FiGurineS 30-paCk 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
CGD DCF11301 .........................$40.00

diSney toy Story 
FiGurineS 4-paCk 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
CGD DCF11158 ...........................$8.00

cAlliope GAmes

o/a roll For it!  
Roll’em! Match’em! Score’em! In Roll For 
It!, players try to score 40 points by rolling 
dice and matching cards of specific point 
values. Each roll presents the player with 
new opportunities and fun decisions to 
make. But, look out! Other players may 
steal the card you’re shooting for! So 
hurry, pick up the dice, and Roll For It!
cOlOR seT 1
CLP 123 ............................................. PI
cOlOR seT 2 
CLP 125 ............................................. PI

battleCorpS antholoGy #4: 
Fire For eFFeCt 
As the Word of Blake Jihad tears into 
the Inner Sphere, every interstellar 
nation reels from attacks. Longstanding 
contingency plans fail, fearsome new 
weapons are unleashed, and unstoppable 
armies appear out of nowhere to march 
toward holy purity! Almost twenty stories 
of combat, honor, betrayal, and death fill 
the pages of Fire for Effect, Volume 4 in the 
BattleCorps Anthology series. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT35804 ............................$14.95

battleteCh: alpha kit 
The Alpha Kit contains numerous heavy-
duty cards of compile tables from Alpha 
Strike. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT35111 ............................$24.99

OFFeReD aGaiN

cAtAlyst GAme lAbs

battleteCh: alpha Strike 
Alpha Strike is a tactical-level rules 
expansion for the BattleTech universe 
specifically tailored for the miniatures 
wargamer. Presenting the Quick-
Strike rules first introduced in Strategic 
Operations, refined and compiled for 
stand-alone use, this sourcebook lets 
players experience BattleTech campaigns 
using a dynamic, fast-playing approach 
ideal for larger-scale battles and scenarios.  
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT35600 ............................$44.99
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battleteCh: StrateGiC kit 
Tired of hunting for a specific table in 
a rulebook? Wish you had heavy-duty 
reference cards for Total Warfare game play 
like that found in the Introductory Box Set? 
Then the Strategic Kit is for you! The Strategic 
Kit contains five heavy-duty cards of 
compiled tables from Strategic Operations. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT35108 ............................$14.99

battleteCh: teCh kit 
Tired of hunting for a specific table in 
a rulebook? Wish you had heavy-duty 
reference cards for Total Warfare game 
play like that found in the Introductory Box 
Set? Then the Tech Kit is for you! Featuring 
a brand-new BattleMech blueprint poster, 
the Tech Kit contains seven heavy-duty 
cards of compiled tables from TechManual. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT35106 ............................$14.99

CoSmiC patrol: 
the moon muSt be ourS! 
A plot book for Cosmic Patrol, The Moon 
Must Be Ours! takes players through the 
Patrol’s invasion of the moon. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT60150 ............................$24.99

linear 
Linear is an abstract strategy game in 
which players attempt to line up their 
markers to form sets of long, straight lines 
on the game board, as well as cut off 
avenues for opponents’ lines. In the end, 
players are awarded points for their lines, 
with longer lines being worth more points. 
The player with the highest score wins! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT12020 ............................$49.95

Shadowrun: run FaSter 
Every step, every advantage, every 
millisecond counts! Shadowrunners need 
every chance they get to gain a step on the 
opposition, and Run Faster is full of them. 
From new character creation options and a 
broader range of qualities, to lifestyle options, 
tactical advice, new contacts, and more, 
Run Faster serves as a crucial companion 
to players who want to get the most out of 
their Shadowrun, Fifth Edition core rulebook. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT27002 ............................$49.99

Shadowrun: Sprawl wildS 
Shadowrunners know they don’t have to 
wander out of their sprawls to find spaces 
as wild and untamed as any jungle. 
Seattle is a perfect example - from the 
dark corners of the Ork Underground to 
the overgrown insanity of the Redmond 
Barrens, Seattle hosts all variety of 
dangers and angry critters to push runners 
to their limits. Sprawl Wilds collects four 
adventures for use with Shadowrun, Fifth 
Edition. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI CAT27480 ............................$24.99

Shadowrun: Stolen SoulS 
Shedding further light on the Sybil virus 
plotline, this Shadowrun, Fifth Edition 
sourcebook provides extensive information 
on New York City in the Sixth World, as 
well as details on extraction runs, giving 
shadowrunners tools, gear, and technique 
that can help get people out of tightly guarded 
spots. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PSI CAT27200 ............................$44.99

cipher stuDios

AnimA TAcTics

o/a neutral FaCtion medeuS 
CIS SC3050 ...............................$11.99

o/a templar SquireS 
CIS HD5023 ...............................$15.99

Hell DorADo

infiniTy 
28mm miniATures

o/a aleph pentheSilea, 
amazon warrioreSS 
CVB 280832 ..............................$19.52

o/a ariadna Caledonian 
volunteerS (hmG) 
CVB 280160 ..............................$11.42

o/a Combined army 
Caliban (FeuerbaCh) 
CVB 280655 ..............................$12.73

OFFeReD aGaiN

OFFeReD aGaiN

corvus belli

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a panoCeania 
Support paCk 
CVB 280262 ..............................$32.57

cryptozoic 
entertAinment 

Gravwell: eSCape From
the 9th dimenSion 
After being pulled through a black 
hole, four spaceships find themselves in 
a dimension with physics never before 
encountered - and without fuel! By 
mining and collecting basic elements 
from the space dust and asteroids in the 
area, you can muster just enough thrust 
to move your ship. But in this bizarre 
dimension, gravity is not working like 
how you’ve been taught. Your ship will 
typically travel towards the nearest 
object - which is usually another ship - 
and those ships are moving. Sometimes 
forwards, and sometimes backwards. 
It’s a real mind-bender! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
CZE 01614.............................$35.00
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der weltkrieG: 
the ottoman Front 
New Reprinted Edition! Ottoman Front 
contains five different games: Kalfas 
Cephesi - Caucasus: 1914-17, Sinai-
Filistin Cephesi: 1915-18, Irak Cephesi 
- Mesopotamia: 1914-18, Canakkale 
Cephesi- Gallipoli: 1915 and Makadoya 
Cephesi - Greece: 1915-18. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
DCG SPW107 ............................$79.95

der weltkrieG: 
the weStern Front 
New Reprinted Edition! The Western Front 
contains six scenarios, each covering a 
major WWI campaign fought in France or 
Belgium. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
DCG SPW106 ............................$79.95

world at war #32 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
DCG WAW-32 ...........................$29.99

der weltkrieG: 
the italian Front 
New Reprinted Edition! Italian Front 
contains five scenarios: May 1915 (1st 
Isonzo), May 1916 (Strafexpedition), 
May 1917 (10th Isonozo), October 1917 
(Caporetto), and June 1918 (Albrecht and 
Radetzky). This game links with the other 
East Front games in the series for campaign 
games. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
DCG SPW105 ............................$49.95

OFFeReD aGaiN

Decision GAmes

o/a word whimSy
The Game of Outrageous Answers! Word 
Whimsy is an easy-to-learn, fast-paced social 
game that will have you and your friends 
laughing at the crazy ideas, creatures, 
and titles that each of you cook up.
CZE 01479.................................$29.99

dC ComiCS deCkbuildinG 
Game: heroeS unite 
Play as Shazam!, Hawkman, Red Tornado, 
Nightwing, Black Canary, Batgirl, or 
Booster Gold in Heroes Unite, the first 
standalone expansion for the DC Comics 
Deckbuilding Game! Unlock special 
abilities, like Force Field or the Helmet 
of Fate, and unleash devastating card 
combos against your opponents! Craft 
your hero deck into a well-oiled machine 
to take on the most vile villains in the DC 
Universe in your quest for Victory (Points)! 
Mix the cards from Heroes Unite with the 
core DC Comics Deckbuilding Game set to 
wage the ultimate showdown! Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
CZE 01552.................................$40.00
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freeblADes
DGs GAmes

o/a urdaGGar bear myStiC 
DGS 114002 ................................$5.99

o/a urdaGGar berSerker 
DGS 114005 ................................$5.99

o/a urdaGGar hunter 
DGS 114009 ................................$5.99

o/a urdaGGar boar warrior 
DGS 114003 ................................$5.99

o/a urdaGGar niGht hunter 
DGS 114006 ................................$5.99

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a urdaGGar SlinGer 
DGS 114007 ................................$5.99

o/a urdaGGar unproven 
DGS 114011 ................................$5.99

HeAvy GeAr bliTz
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  

o/a urdaGGar wolFkarl 
DGS 114001 ................................$5.99

Southern balliSta liGht tank 
DP9 9301...................................$22.95

DreAm poD 9

Southern hittite liGht tank 
DP9 9302................................... $22.95

Southern reCon 
hun liGht tank 
DP9 9303................................... $22.95

FranCiS drake 
Attempt to emulate the feats of Sir Francis 
Drake as an Elizabethan privateer sailing 
to the Caribbean heart of Spain’s New 
World! Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FRD EG101411 ..........................$79.99

eAGle GAmes

o/a arCanum 
In Arcanum, players represent different paths 
for Fate, each seeking to shape the destiny of 
those Houses to best suit their goals. The first 
board game by acclaimed Tarot publisher 
Lo Scarabeo, Arcanum includes a complete 
tarot deck featuring wondrous illustrations 
by Patrizio Evangelisti. 
ELF GA01 ...................................$60.00

o/a Fairy land 
The King of the Fairies is due to return from 
a long journey, and the noble families 
compete to give him the best reception 
possible! Can you outwit and outbid your 
rivals for the most beautiful and wondrous 
things the forest has to offer in Fairy Land?   
ELF GA02 ...................................$20.00

elfinwerks
OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a GunShip: 
FirSt Strike! aSteroidS! 
Gunship: Asteroids! introduces a new 
region to fight your battles - an Asteroid 
Field! Dodge speeding chunks of rock as 
you attempt to collect the valuable Green 
Ore Asteroids. Definitely not the place to 
lose power to your Gunship! Gunship: First 
Strike! Asteroids! comes complete with 36 
Asteroid cards.  
EPG 007 ............................................ PI

escApe poD GAmes
OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a GunShip: 
FirSt Strike! Core Game 
Take command of a small group of 
warships in the middle of a raging civil 
war in Gunship: First Strike!, a tactical 
space combat game where players fight 
to win battles in a futuristic skirmish with 
a variety of ship types. Powered by the 
Trinity Mechanic, Gunship: First Strike! 
utilizes a combination of boards, cards, 
and dice in an extremely innovative and 
easy-to-learn system that lets new players 
warp right into the conflict! 
EPG 001 ............................................ PI
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o/a GunShip: FirSt Strike! 
Green & white CarrierS 
It’s every Gunship for itself in this highly-
destructive Free-for-All Mode! This set 
includes one Green Carrier Board and one 
White Carrier Board, plus two standard, 
12-sided dice. 
EPG 006 ............................................ PI

o/a GunShip: FirSt Strike! 
GunShip mk ii 
This accessory for Gunship: First Strike! gives 
players access to a new Gunship option.  
EPG 003 ............................................ PI

o/a GunShip: FirSt Strike! 
upGrade deCkS 
Upgrade Decks for Gunship: First Strike! 
give you 16 new options for your Gunship, 
Fighters, and Carrier. Experiment and find the 
combos that give you the edge you need in 
the coming battle. This set includes 80 cards: 
16 Upgrades, plus three Armor and one 
Shield for each of the four Gunship colors.
EPG 004 ............................................ PI

hollow earth expedition: 
perilS oF the SurFaCe world 
Strap on your holster, grab your fedora, 
and get ready for two-fisted action with 
Perils of the Surface World, compiling 
four adventure scenarios for Hollow Earth 
Expedition that span the globe and deliver 
a walloping punch of pulp-era adventure. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
S2P EGS1100 .............................$19.99

o/a GunShip: FirSt Strike! 
punChboard tokenS 
The Punchboard Unit Tokens replace 
the Unit Cards in the core Gunship: First 
Strike! game to offer more functionality 
and theme. Includes one Gunship Token 
and four Fighter Tokens for each color in 
the game, as well as a First Strike Token to 
help keep track of Initiative. 
EPG 005 ............................................ PI

o/a GunShip: 
FirSt Strike! CrewmateS! 
Gunship: Crewmates! is a set of 18 Crew 
cards that give your strike force new game 
effects. All of the characters are based on 
actual Gunship fans! Who knows? Maybe, 
some day, YOU will become a permanent 
part of the Gunship universe! 
EPG 008 ............................................ PI

a Game oF throneS lCG: 
the bannerS Gather 
Chapter paCk 
The Great Houses of Westeros rally their 
bannermen and ready their strongholds 
in The Banners Gather, the first Chapter 
Pack in the Kingsroad Cycle for A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game. Marking a return 
to the Seven Kingdoms, their traditions, 
and their deadly conflicts, the Kingsroad 
Cycle re-introduces familiar characters, 
locations, and themes, all now changed by 
the ongoing struggle for the Iron Throne. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FFG GOT96 ...............................$14.95

exile GAme stuDio

fAntAsy fliGht GAmes

battleStar GalaCtiCa 
the board Game: 
daybreak expanSion 
As the fleet begins to crumble, 
human and Cylon alike are 
driven to desperation. For 
some, this means risking 
everything. For others, this 
means mutiny! The Daybreak 
expansion for Battlestar 
Galactica: The Board Game 
brings humanity’s plight to its 
gripping climax! With two 
supplemental game boards 
and hundreds of cards and 
tokens, Daybreak invites 

players to undertake desperate missions, struggle under the constant threat 
of mutiny, and bargain with Cylon Leaders driven by motives of their own. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FFG BSG04 ............................................................................... $39.95

Call oF Cthulhu lCG: terror 
in veniCe expanSion 
The sun is setting, the night is coming, and 
few can suspect that the brightly colored 
masks and costumes of Carnevale will 
soon give way to unfathomable terror! The 
fifth deluxe expansion for Call of Cthulhu: 
The Card Game, Terror in Venice features 
165 new cards (three copies each of 55 
individual cards) that introduce a wealth of 
new conspiracies, Day and Night effects, 
and the secretive agents of good and evil 
who haunt the canals, alleys, and darkest 
corners of Venice. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
FFG CT61 ...................................$29.95

the lord oF the rinGS lCG: 
the morGul vale 
adventure paCk 
The climactic final Adventure Pack in the 
Against the Shadow Cycle for The Lord of 
the Rings: The Card Game, The Morgul 
Vale presents Middle-earth’s greatest 
heroes with an opportunity to ride against 
the strength of Mordor and battle against 
one of the Dark Lord’s undying captains, 
the Nazgul of Minas Morgul. The Morgul 
Vale also offers players an inspiring new 
hero and three copies of all the new player 
cards, which strengthen the Gondor trait 
and mono-sphere decks. Scheduled to 
ship in July 2013.  
FFG MEC23................................$14.95

only war rpG: enemieS 
oF the imperium 
A supplement for Only War, Enemies of 
the Imperium gives deeper insight into the 
deadly foes of the Imperial Guard who 
lurk in the Spinward Front. This detailed 
volume not only contains NPC profiles 
and guidance on how to deploy them in 
battle, but it also provides considerable 
information on how these factions make 
war on the Imperium and each other, and 
includes rules for managing Formations, 
as well as new resources for veteran 
Guardsmen and Support Specialist 
characters. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FFG IG05 ...................................$39.95
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Star warS lCG: eSCape 
From hoth ForCe paCk 
The balance of the Force turns to the 
dark side in Escape from Hoth! The 
final Force Pack in The Hoth Cycle for 
Star Wars: The Card Game heralds 
the arrival of the mighty Super Star 
Destroyer, Executor. However, even as 
the dark side deploys this incredible 
starship and hires bounty hunters to hunt 
down the Rebellion’s rag-tag remnants, 
the forces of freedom gain the support 
of several iconic new units, including a 
new Rebel Alliance version of Han Solo! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FFG SWC07 ...........................$14.95

Star warS x-winG 
miniatureS Game: x-winG 
StarField Game tile kit 
Wage your X-Wing space battles 
above such iconic Star Wars features 
as Alderaan and the Death Star with 
the X-Wing Starfield Game Tile Kit, 
containing twelve double-sided, matte-
finished tiles crafted from sturdy card 
stock and mounted on 2.5mm fiber 
board. With their vibrant imagery 
and smooth finish, these tiles form a 
bolder play surface for your deadliest 
dogfights in a galaxy far, far away! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FFG SWX20 ...........................$39.95

o/a warhammer FantaSy 
roleplay: Faith oF morr 
Quiet the Empire’s restless spirits and battle 
the corruption of necromancers with the 
new blessings and items in the Faith of 
Morr! This Print-on-Demand expansion for 
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay introduces 
fifteen blessings and two items for your priest 
of Morr. These Doomsayers seem to follow 
their dreams at random, visiting places 
where people are about to die - whether 
from battle, plague, or natural disaster. 
Faith of Morr grants your characters new 
invocations to decide the fates of the dead, 
the undead, and the living. 
FFG OWHF27 .................................... PI

OFFeReD aGaiN

traveller 5: Core rulebook 
Celebrating Traveller’s 35th Anniversary! 
Welcome to the Far Future, home to 
the fabled interstellar empire of the 
Third Imperium and rival factions of the 
Spinward Marches! The 5th Edition of the 
Traveller science-fiction role-playing game 
system is the most comprehensive, state-
of-the-art version of the award-winning, 
star-spanning Traveller universe. Featuring 
refined rules systems for character, world, 
and starship creation, advanced and alien 
Tech generators, and groundbreaking, 
new concepts including psionics and a 
comprehensive, expanded mapping of 
star systems and planetary sectors, this 
is your ultimate gateway to Traveller.  
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
PSI FFE0300 ...............................$75.00

fAr future 
enterprises

dead paniC board Game 
Grab Your Gun! Kill Zombies! Don’t 
Panic! Utilizing mechanics from Castle 
Panic, Dead Panic is a cooperative board 
game in which players take on the roles 
of various characters working together to 
survive the zombie apocalypse. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
PSI FSD1003 ..............................$39.95

firesiDe GAmes

pathFinder: razor CoaSt 
Under the heat of the salted sun, along 
a pirate-riddled coast bloated fat with 
forgotten riches and forbidden secrets, the 
subjugation of the native tribes awakens 
long banished-horrors. Horrors whose 
deadly plans threaten not only Port Shaw 
- the corrupt fingerhold of a distant and 
decadent civilization - but existence, itself! 
Razor Coast is a Pathfinder-compatible, d20 
adventure campaign for 4-6 characters of 
Levels 5-12. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FGG 10600................................$99.99

pathFinder: 
StranGe bedFellowS 
A circus show erupts in mayhem when 
goblinoids crash the performance, 
slaughtering performers and audience 
members alike. The adventurer’s investigations 
of the attack leads them to an ancient 
dungeon, unearthing secrets and harbored 
grudges. Strange Bedfellows is a Pathfinder-
compatible, d20 adventure featuring three 
fully-developed towns, numerous unique 
NPCs, and a plethora of challenging 
opponents. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FGG 10003................................$21.99

pathFinder: 
Fane oF the Fallen 
All is not as it seems when a large-scale 
orc raid preys upon the city of Brookmere. 
Sent to parlay with the orcs believed to be 
responsible, the adventurers learn of the 
masterminds behind the attack - a faction 
of murderous elves bent on the destruction 
of the kingdom! Fane of the Fallen is a 
Pathfinder-compatible, d20 adventure of epic 
proportions. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FGG 10005................................$32.99

froG GoD GAmes

eonS 
Eons is a resource management, universe 
creation, stellar destruction, brain-melting 
adrenaline rush of a strategy game (with 
explosions)! After the Big Bang, things 
moved quickly. So did you. Players in the 
game of Eons take on the roles of universal 
architects competing to shape the universe 
on a cosmic scale by gathering elemental 
building blocks to create stars, planets, 
and other cosmic phenomenon. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
GNS E02 ...................................$34.99

pathFinder: 
the unuSual SuSpeCtS 
Unusual Suspects is a compilation of 60 
unique, original Non-Player Characters 
ready to go for your Pathfinder campaign. 
Each NPC entry includes a complete stat 
block, full history, detailed tactics, and 
guidelines on how to utilize the character. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FGG 10002..................................$9.99

GAle force nine

FireFly: the Game 
Find a Crew! Find a Job! Keep Flying! 
Aim to Misbehave! Captain a Firefly-
class starship trolling the ‘Verse, 
avoiding Alliance interference and 
dodging Reaver attacks in this board 
game adaptation of Joss Whedon’s 
critically acclaimed, fan-favorite 
television series, Firefly. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
GF9 FIRE001 ..........................$49.99

GAmer nAtion
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o/a edition warS 
A fun-filled, tongue-in-cheek, standalone 
strategy card game romp, players in 
Edition Wars portray Gamemasters 
slavishly devoted to their edition of the 
game! Defend your existing Gamers with 
Snark, Blog, and Merch, equip yourself 
with special gear, and toss instant critical 
effects designed to aid you on your epic 
quest to edition supremacy! 
GNS EW01 ................................$24.95

WArHAmmer 40K
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  

tau empire battleForCe 
GAW 56-05 .............................$120.00

WArHAmmer 40K

OFFeReD aGaiN

GAmes workshop

o/a tau battleForCe 
GAW 56-09-2001 ....................$120.00

o/a tau Cadre Fireblade 
GAW 56-16 ...............................$20.00

o/a tau Codex - tau empire 
GAW 56-01-2001 ......................$33.00

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a tau Codex - 
tau empire (enGliSh) 
On the Eastern Fringe of the galaxy, 
a new power is rising. The Tau seek to 
bring enlightenment to a barbaric era, 
and any who refuse to join their unified 
cause are swiftly shown the error of their 
ways! This hardcover Codex reveals the 
story of how the Tau united to begin their 
expansion across the galaxy, and includes 
details of the sophisticated weapons and 
sleek vehicles of the Tau, a showcase of 
fantastically painted Tau Empire Citadel 
miniatures, and a comprehensive army list. 
GAW 56-01-60 ..........................$49.50

o/a tau hammerhead tank 
GAW 56-11-2001 ......................$49.50

o/a tau Sun Shark bomber 
GAW 56-12 ...............................$65.00

o/a tau xv104 
riptide battleSuit 
GAW 56-13 ...............................$85.00

o/a tau xv8 CriSiS battleSuit 
GAW 56-07-2001 ......................$24.75

o/a tau xv88 
broadSide battleSuit 
GAW 56-15 ...............................$50.00

dunGeon Crawl ClaSSiCS #78: 
Fate’S Fell hand 
Awash in a sea of phlogiston, three 
wizards battle for mastery of reality! But 
with each dawning day all gains are lost 
and the game begins anew! It now falls 
to the adventurers to upset this ancient 
balance and free themselves from the 
shrinking demi-plane before all is reduced 
to the roiling stuff of raw Chaos! Fate’s 
Fell Hand is a 2nd Level Dungeon Crawl. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
IMP GMG5079 .............................$9.99

o/a ameriCan Civil war 15mm 
unpainted army box SetS
Gordon & Hague proudly presents the 
industry’s first line of 15mm, hard-plastic 
American Civil War miniatures! Supported 
by the Severed Union rulebook, each set 
(Union and Confederate) contains over 
125 figures (and movement trays) featuring 
11 unique, period-accurate figure poses, 
complete with highly detailed battleflags. 
cONFeDeRaTe GAH UP-125C .... $34.95
UNiON GAH UP-125U .............. $34.95

monolith: the StrateGy Game 
Monolith is a fast-paced, confrontational, 
and exciting worker placement game 
that rewards players who make use 
of thoughtful and creative game play 
strategies. No two games will play the 
same as changing Fate and Rune cards 
are introduced to offer phenomenal 
replayabiltiy. Players execute exciting 
combinations and manage valuable 
resources, all while cautiously engaging 
other players and volleying for Victory 
Points. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
PSI GAG10000 ..........................$40.00

o/a GettySburG: 
the valley oF death 
In celebration of the 150th Anniversary 
of the Battle of Gettysburg, Gettysburg: 
Valley of Death allows players to relive 
one of the American Civil War’s greatest 
battles utilizing the innovative ACW 
Tactical Counter System with over 75 
Union and Confederate bases and 
historically recreated fighting areas on a 
full-scale battlefield. 
GAH VOD-75 .............................$69.95

Goblin Army GAmes GooDmAn GAmes

GorDon & hAGue
OFFeReD aGaiN

Green ronin publishinG

kareSanSui: the roCk Garden 
As “Initiates Second Grade” in the Monkey 
Fist Feng Shui Monastery, it will be your 
great honor to tend the Masters’ Karesansui 
(rock gardens). You may decorate your 
garden with almost any rocks you wish, but 
there are a few forbidden combinations 
that must be avoided. During the Masters’ 
final evaluation, the Initiate with the fewest 
demerits will be elevated in rank and 
honor. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
FRD GG101410 .........................$39.99

Gryphon GAmes

wizard’S brew 
Race to Create the Elixir of Life! Wizards 
roam the land wielding the four elements 
in a quest to complete their brew - the 
Elixir of Life. Prove that you’re the world’s 
greatest alchemist by using powerful 
spells to control the elements and be the 
first to acquire the ingredients needed to 
complete your wizard’s brew. Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
FRD GG101406 .....................$59.99

mutantS & maStermindS: power 
proFileS With Great Powers, Comes Great 
Reponsibility! From Cold and Fire, to Mental 
and Meta powers, Power Profiles is your one-
stop shop for hundreds of unique, pre-created 
powers and dozens of different themes. Each 
profile features detailed descriptors and 
mechanics, important game system effects, 
and a selection of offensive, defensive, 
movement, and utility powers. That’s over 
400 diverse powers in one book, complete 
with useful power variants, expanded power 
extras and flaws, and optional rules for use 
in your Mutants & Masterminds campaigns. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  

GRR 5508 .................................................................................................$39.95

o/a i’m the boSS! 
the Card Game 
I’m the Boss! The Card Game is a game of 
creating and manipulating a deal so you 
can get the biggest “piece of the action”. 
If the cards don’t go your way, spoil a 
deal and frustrate your opponents by 
turning the deal from a big profit into a 
huge loss. Through cunning deal-making 
and favoring your “Cousins”, acquire the 
most money to prove once and for all that 
you’re “The Boss”!
FRD GG101321 .........................$25.99

OFFeReD aGaiN
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Fairy tale aSSaSSin leaGue
Fairy Tale Assassin League is a storytelling 
card game where players take on the role 
of classic characters of literature and lore 
battling evil and challenging the odds in 
modern-day Vegas. Introduced in two, 
unique decks (Red Riding Hood and Snow 
White), each Fairy Tale Assassin League 
54-card deck features character, location, 
scene, and action cards. Scheduled to ship 
in June 2013.  
ReD RiDiNG hOOD RampaGe
IMP HMS1100 ............................$14.99
sNOw whiTe? NOT aNymORe… 
IMP HMS1101 ............................$14.99

hunGry draGon
Fight a Dragon! Steal Treasure! Don’t Get 
Eaten! In Hungry Dragon, the Heroes have 
tracked a dragon back to its lair. Now, 
they must battle the beast while snatching 
up trinkets from its hoard - and each other! 
All the while, the dragon fights back, 
swallowing heroes (and treasure) that 
slowly move down its gullet and into the 
beast’s fiery belly. Introduced in two, unique 
decks (Amazon and Pirate), each Hungry 
Dragon 54-card deck features character, 
weapon, treasure, and dragon parts cards. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
amazON eDiTiON
IMP HMS1102 ............................$14.99
piRaTe eDiTiON 
IMP HMS1103 ............................$14.99

hAmster press

monGolian Goat rodeo 
Prepare for goat-grabbing, horse-riding insanity in Mongolian Goat Rodeo, a horse racing 
card game based on the national sport of Afghanistan - Buzkashi! All you have to do is ride 
a goat around a goal post and get back to the starting point. Of course, everyone else is 
trying to take it away - in the most creative ways! Mongolian Goat Rodeo comes complete 
with a 54-card deck packed with eight riding teams, a starting point, a goal post, and a 
goat. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
IMP HMS1104 ...............................................................................................$14.99

clAssic bATTleTecH
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 

bnC-1e banShee meCh 
(xtro primitiveS ii pdF) 
IWM 20-5079 ............................$16.50

lGb-0C lonGbow meCh 
(xtro primitiveS iii pdF) 
IWM 20-5077 ............................$15.50

tdr-1C thunderbolt meCh 
(xtro primitiveS iii pdF) 
IWM 20-5076 ............................$13.50

wSp-1 waSp meCh 
(xtro primitiveS ii pdF) 
IWM 20-5078 ..............................$9.50

iron winD metAls

tanto Cuore: romantiC vaCation 
In Romantic Vacation, the second stand-alone expansion for the Tanto Cuore deck-
building game, players take on the role of house lords and begin with a deck containing 
a selection of Love cards and a few Maids. Throughout the game, players seek to employ 
more maids, thus increasing their deck of cards in their quest for Victory Points. Romantic 
Vacation introduces Reminiscence Cards, representing memorial events like “Camp Fire”, 
“Watching the Stars”, and “Picnic.” Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
GGD JPG003 .........................................................................................................PI

kroSmaSter: arena board Game 
Step into the Arena and become the master of the Krosmoz! Bring the world of Ankama’s 
popular virtual figurine battle game to the tabletop with Krosmaster: Arena, a player-
versus-player, tactical, anime-style miniatures game. This core boxed set includes a 
double-sided game board, eight pre-painted character figures with corresponding cards, 
all the required tokens, eight custom dice, and a 32-page rulebook. Scheduled to ship 
in June 2013.  
GGD JPG201 .........................................................................................................PI

JApAnime GAmes
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opaque polyhedral 
aSSorted ColorS 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02919 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT
KOP 10720 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral 
blaCk with red numberS 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02920 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10613 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral blue 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02922 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10615 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral Green 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02923 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10616 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral blaCk 
with white numberS 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02921 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10614 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral red 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02925 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10617 ..................................$4.70

konAmi DiGitAl entertAinment 

yu-Gi-oh! tCG: battle paCk 2 - war oF the GiantS 
Designed to take tactical, skillful play to a level never seen before, Yu-Gi-
Oh! TCG: Battle Pack 2 - War of the Giants brings high-level monsters 
front and center, with a game environment geared specifically for monstrous 
mayhem! War of the Giants also includes playable versions of all three of 
the most legendary beasts in Yu-Gi-Oh!: The Egyptian God Cards! This 
215-card expansion is introduced in 5-card boosters packed in 36-count 
displays. Scheduled to ship in June 2013. NOTe: This item is sold to retailers 
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOsTeR Display (36) 
KON 89444-D .........................................................................$71.64
BOOsTeR pack 
KON 89444-S ............................................................................$1.99

yu-Gi-oh! tCG: battle paCk 2 - 
war oF the GiantS Sealed play 
An epic value for Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG Sealed, Draft, or Casual play, each Battle Pack 
2: Sealed Play Battle Kit contains 10 Battle Pack: War of the Giants, perfect for 
sealed play, and one rubber Battle Pack Game Mat, featuring the legendary 
monsters depicted on the Egyptian God Cards. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
NOTe: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your 
retailer for availability.
BaTTle kiT Display (15) 
KON 89462-D .......................................................................$299.85
BaTTle kiT
KON 89462-S ..........................................................................$19.99

yu-Gi-oh! tCG: Super 
Starter - v For viCtory 
The Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG Starter Deck 
has a NEW Configuration! Behold - 
the 2013 Yu-Gi-Oh! Super Starter: 
V for Victory, a 40-card Deck 
with all of Yuma’s favorite cards, 
plus two Xyz Monsters, and two 
Power-Up Packs! Each Starter Deck 
contains 40 Common Cards, one 
Ultra Rare Card, one Super Rare 
Card, a Beginner’s Guide, a Game 
Mat, and two Power-Up Packs. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
NOTe: This item is sold to retailers 
in full displays. Please contact your 
retailer for availability.
sTaRTeR Deck KON 89426-S ...................................................$12.99
sTaRTeR Display (10) KON 89426-D ......................................$129.90

koplow GAmes

opaque polyhedral white 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02926 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10618 ..................................$4.70

opaque polyhedral yellow 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
7-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 02927 ..................................$3.70
10-piece assORTmeNT 
KOP 10619 ..................................$4.70

o/a Sapphire Gold 
tranSparent 55mm 
Countdown d20 
KOP 18140 ................................$14.00

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a b-29 SuperFortreSS: 
bomberS over Japan 
1944-1945 
B-29 Superfortress is a solitaire game 
featuring the most technologically advanced 
bomber of the Second World War - the 
B-29 - flying as part of the Twentieth Air 
Force from the Marianas Islands against 
targets in and around Japan in late 1944 
and 1945. The game puts you in the cockpit 
of a B-29 Superfortress as you fly your 
missions over Japan. Your goal: sucessfully 
complete a tour of 35 missions and return 
home a hero! 
LWG 1201 ......................................... PI

leGion wArGAmes
OFFeReD aGaiN
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25mm round baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
8 pack
LSC BAS-019 ................................$2.79
40 pack
LSC BAS-020 ..............................$11.99

30mm round baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
6 pack
LSC BAS-021 ................................$2.79
30 pack
LSC BAS-022 ..............................$11.99

o/a indian warS oF the 
ameriCan weSt volume 1: 
battle oF adobe wallS 
Also known as the First Battle of Adobe 
Walls (November 26, 1864), it was one 
of the largest battles between U.S. and 
Great Plains Indians. Kit Carson was given 
command of the US forces, and his mission 
was to find the Comanche and Kiowa 
winter camps and eliminate this threat 
to the settlers that were moving into and 
through this area of the Texas panhandle. 
LWG 1202 ......................................... PI

50mm round baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
3 pack
LSC BAS-025 ................................$2.79
15 pack
LSC BAS-026 ..............................$11.99

60mm round baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
2 pack
LSC BAS-027 ................................$2.79
10 pack
LSC BAS-028 ..............................$11.99

40mm round baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
4 pack
LSC BAS-023 ................................$2.79
20 pack
LSC BAS-024 ..............................$11.99

25mm by 75mm bike baSeS
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
4 pack
LSC BAS-029 ................................$2.79
20 pack
LSC BAS-030 ..............................$11.99

Steam baCkpaCkS powerpaCkS 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
3 pack
LSC STM-001................................$5.49
12 pack
LSC STM-003................................$4.49

lostshADe

mAntic 
entertAinment

DreADbAll
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.

anne marie helder 
Female Corp (mvp) 
MGE DBM22-1 .............................$7.99

CheerleaderS 
MGE DBM25-1 ...........................$19.99

buzzCut (mvp) 
MGE DBO71-1 ...........................$11.99

Chromium CharGerS 
robotS team 
MGE DBM27-1 ...........................$24.99

CoaCheS (3) 
MGE DBM24-1 ...........................$19.99

Firewall robot (mvp) 
MGE DBM31-1 .............................$7.99

dreadball: Game board 
This durable DreadBall Game Board 
features glorious, full-color artwork 
depicting the playing field of the far future, 
complete with Rush Track, Score Track, 
Sins Bins, and Subs Benches. Scheduled to 
ship in May 2013.  
MGE ESS11-1 ............................$19.99
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kiCkoFF 
DreadBall KickOff mixes the simplicity 
and brutality of DreadBall in a simple, 
new format designed to get you playing 
even quicker. DreadBall KickOff comes 
complete with a pocket-sized rulebook, 
game board, two basic starter teams, 
and all the counters and dice you need to 
play! Plus, learn the fun and frantic core 
mechanics of DreadBall, including actions 
such as scoring Strikes and performing 
deft dodges, as you aim to out-perform 
and out-score the opposing coach. 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
MGE DBM05-ENG ......................$49.99

kiCkoFF extra 
time Game upGrade 
The Extra Time pack allows you to upgrade 
your KickOff Boxset to include the Cards and 
Referee, with a downloadable copy of the 
full rules! Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
MGE DBM54-1 ...........................$24.99

loCuSt City ChieFS zzor team 
MGE DBM26-1 ...........................$24.99

ludwiG zzor (mvp) 
MGE DBM30-1 .............................$7.99

pelGar myStiCS Judwan team 
MGE DBM21-1 ...........................$24.99

mee-kel Judwan (mvp) 
MGE DBM23-1 .............................$7.99

riCo van dien (mvp) 
MGE DBM29-1 .............................$7.99

dreadball: 
SeaSon 2 rulebook 
Lead your team to victory on the 
bloodstained pitches of the greatest sport 
ever played with the Dreadball Season 2 
Rulebook, featuring a host of new models, 
new mechanics, and exciting abilities 
designed to take DreadBall to new heights 
and expand your gridiron gameplay! 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
MGE DBM03-1 ...........................$19.99

void SirenS Female 
Corporation team 
MGE DBM20-1 ...........................$24.99

miskAtonic 
river press

Call oF Cthulhu: 
the GrimSCribe’S puppetS 
Thomas Ligotti is beyond doubt one of the 
Grandmasters of Weird Fiction. In The 
Grimscribe’s Puppets, Joseph S. Pulver, 
Sr. has commissioned both new and 
established talents in the world of weird 
fiction and horror to contribute all-new tales 
that pay homage to Ligotti and celebrate his 
eerie and essential nightmares. Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
MRP 0023 ..................................$19.99

monGoose publishinG

JuDGe DreDD 
miniATures GAme
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.

ape biker GanG 
MGP 10238 ...............................$39.99

zombie biker GanG 
MGP 12040 ...............................$39.99

Street biker GanG 
MGP 10237 ...............................$39.99

robot biker GanG 
MGP 10239 ...............................$39.99

the abC warriorS 
The ABC Warriors are a team of war 
robots designed to withstand atomic, 
bacterial, and chemical warfare. From 
the pages of the 2000AD comic strips, the 
ABC Warriors come to life in this special 
box set for the Judge Dredd Miniatures 
Game, featuring the longest serving 
members of this elite force: Hammerstein, 
Blackblood, Joe Pineapples, Mongrol, 
Deadlock, and Steelhorn.
MGP 10231 ...............................$39.99

monte cook GAmes

numenera rpG
Forge the Future from Remnants of 
the Past! From award-winning author 
and game designer Monte Cook 
comes Numenera, a science fantasy 
roleplaying game set in the far distant 
future where humanity thrives on the 
Ninth World - a society created amid the 
remnants of eight great civilizations that 
have risen and fallen on Earth. This new 
world is filled with remnants - known as 
the numenera - of all the former worlds: 
bits of nanotechnology, the dataweb 
threaded among still-orbiting satellites, 
bio-engineered creatures, and myriad 
strange and wondrous devices. Explore 
a world of mystery and danger to piece 
together your destiny from artifacts of 
the past in Numenera! Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013.  
cORe BOOk
PSI MCG001 ..........................$59.99
playeR’s GUiDe 
PSI MCG002 ..........................$19.99

pathFinder: midGard taleS 
Face the terrors of a demon-haunted 
mountain! Confront a tribe of orcs and 
their hideous goddess! Plot (or seek to 
prevent) the release of a chained god! 
Midgard Tales introduces an anthology of 
13 Pathfinder-compatible adventures for 
character levels 1 through 15. Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
OPD TOME ................................$39.99

F4F wildCat vS a6m zero-Sen 
From Coral Sea to Midway to Guadalcanal 
and Santa Cruz, these fighters battled for 
air supremacy over the Pacific in World 
War II. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
OSP DUE054 ..............................$18.95

pathFinder: trapSmith 
Bringing fun and panache back to trap 
design! What’s a dungeon without traps 
- clever, fiendish, surprising, hilarious 
(sometimes), and deadly (quite often)? 
Trapsmith serves up a slew of devious 
devices and legendary traps to set upon 
your unwary adventurers in any Pathfinder 
fantasy campaign. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
OPD TRAP ..................................$19.99

open DesiGn

osprey publishinG
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manzikert 1071: the 
breakinG oF byzantium  
On August 26, 1071, a large Byzantine 
army under Emperor Romanus IV met the 
Saljuq Turk forces of Sultan Alp Arslan 
near the town of Manzikert to the far 
east of the Byzantine Empire. This battle 
is justifiably regarded as a turning point 
in Middle Eastern, European, and to some 
extent even world history, as it served 
as the primary trigger of the Crusades, 
and the moment when the power of the 
East Roman (or Byzantine) Empire was 
irreparably broken. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
OSP CAM262 ............................$21.95

operation barbaroSSa: 
the German invaSion 
oF Soviet ruSSia 
Germany’s surprise assault on the 
Soviet Union in June 1941, Operation 
Barbarossa, aimed at nothing less than the 
destruction of the Soviet Union. This book 
combines Osprey’s three Campaign titles 
on the Barbarossa campaign, along with 
new material specifically created, in order 
to tell the story of one of the definitive 
campaigns of World War II. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
OSP GM408 ..............................$40.00

imperial German Colonial 
and overSeaS troopS 
1885-1918 
From the Boxer Rebellion to Tsingtao 
to German East Africa (Tanzania), and 
colonies across Africa and the central 
Pacific, the Kaiser’s Second Reich created 
a worldwide empire - and then lost it. 
Featuring specially drawn, full-color 
artwork, this book tells the story of Imperial 
Germany’s colonial and overseas troops, 
who fought in a host of environments 
including China, Africa, and the Western 
Front of World War I. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
OSP MAA490 ............................$17.95

ronin - SkirmiSh warGameS 
in the aGe oF the Samurai 
Introducing a set of skirmish wargame 
rules set in late 16th-century feudal Japan, 
players in Ronin build small warbands 
crafted of various factions - from Samurai 
and Ashigaru, the professional soldiers 
of the period, to Buddhist warrior monks, 
martial arts schools, and bandits - and 
battle each other, as well as non-player 
factions and swords for hire in duels and 
conflicts. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
OSP OWG004 ...........................$17.95

m10 tank deStroyer vS 
StuG iii aSSault Gun 
Although tanks like the Sherman and 
Panther captured the headlines, the Allies’ 
M10 tank destroyer and the Germans’ 
Sturmgeschütz (StuG) III were the unsung 
workhorses of the northwest European 
battlefields of 1944-45. While their 
mission was not principally fighting one 
another, their widespread use ensured 
their frequent encounters, from the 
Normandy bocage to the rubble-strewn 
streets of Aachen. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
OSP DUE053 ..............................$18.95
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ruSSian SeCurity and 
paramilitary ForCeS SinCe 1991 
Featuring rare photographs, and detailed 
color plates of uniforms, insignia, and 
equipment, Mark Galeotti, a renowned 
authority, explores the Putin regime’s shadowy 
special-forces apparatus, active in an array of 
counter-terrorist and counter-mafia wars since 
1991. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
OSP ELI197 ................................$18.95

the CheSapeake 
CampaiGnS 1813-1815 
Francis Scott Key’s Star Spangled Banner, 
inspired by Fort McHenry’s defense after the 
burning of Washington, DC, during the War 
of 1812, reminds Americans of a time when 
the United States faced a very real foreign 
invasion. With his intimate knowledge of the 
events in this theatre of war, Scott Sheads of 
Fort McHenry NPS brings these dramatic 
events of American history to life. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
OSP CAM259 ............................$21.95

uS Combat ShotGunS 
Winchester, Remington, Ithaca Gun 
Company, Stevens, Savage, Mossberg, 
Benelli, and other gun manufacturers have 
produced a range of combat shotguns 
for US armed forces. Featuring specially 
commissioned, full-color artwork, this is 
the story of the origins, development, and 
use of the combat shotgun in US service, 
from the trenches of World War I to the 
cave complexes of Afghanistan. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
OSP WEAP029 ...........................$18.95

wellinGton’S GunS 
The history books have forgotten the 
artillery of Wellington’s army during the 
Napoleonic Wars, but in this book Nick 
Lipscombe offers a study of the gunners 
through first-hand accounts, bringing 
life and color to their heroic actions. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
OSP GM114 ..............................$29.95

pAizo publishinG

pathFinder 
adventure 
Card Game: riSe 
oF the runelordS 
baSe Set 
A cooperative game 
for 1 to 4 players, the 
Pathfinder Adventure 
Card Game translates 
the most popular 
Pathfinder RPG classes, 
abilities, magic, and 
more into an entirely 

new breed of card game. Choose a class and select your cards to create 
a unique character. Play through adventures, battle monsters and villains, 
and acquire new feats, items, allies, and more, customizing your deck and 
increasing your character’s power - all without a Game Master! The adventure 
begins with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Rise of the Runelords Base 
Set, featuring everything you need to play through your first adventure — the 
Burnt Offerings Adventure Deck. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 6000 ................................................................................. $59.99

pathFinder adventure Card 
Game: riSe oF the runelordS 
CharaCter add-on deCk 
Within the 110-card Pathfinder Adventure 
Card Game: Rise of the Runelords 
Character Add-On Deck expansion you’ll 
find four new classes for your Pathfinder 
Adventure Card Game characters - 
barbarian, druid, monk, and paladin 
- along with all the additional cards 
you need to expand your adventures to 
accommodate five or six players. New 
monsters, weapons, and equipment, as 
well as additional copies of some of the 
game’s most useful spells, blessings, allies, 
and more give you everything to face even 
the deadliest threats. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
PZO 6001 ..................................$19.99

pathFinder CampaiGn SettinG: 
demonS reviSited 
Demons have plagued heroes since the 
dawn of time; their brutality and ferocity 
matched by few foes, and their capacity 
for cruelty and destruction seemingly 
without end. Demons Revisited presents 
10 of Pathfinder’s most infamous and 
notorious demons, providing details on the 
sins that spawn each type, what roles they 
play on the Abyss, and what particular 
devastations they prefer to wreak on the 
mortal realm, given the chance. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 9261 ..................................$19.99

pathFinder Flip-mat: 
baSiC terrain multi-paCk 
Set the scene for nearly any adventure with 
this versatile Flip-Mat: Basic Terrain Multi-
Pack! Cover all your ground effectively 
with four different, full-color textures: 
grassland, stone floor, street, and water! 
Each of the two Flip-Mats in this affordable 
package measures 24” x 30” unfolded, 
and features a coated surface designed to 
handle any dry erase, wet erase, or even 
permanent marker. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
PZO 300024-1 ...........................$24.99

pathFinder adventure 
path: wrath oF the 
riGhteouS part 1 - the 
worldwound inCurSion 
For over a hundred years, the demon-
infested Worldwound has warred against 
humanity, their Abyssal armies clashing 
with crusaders, barbarians, mercenaries, 
and heroes along the border of lost 
Sarkoris. But when one of the magical 
wardstones that helps hedge the demons 
into their savage realm is sabotaged, the 
border city of Kenabres is attacked and 
devastated by a demonic army. Can a 
small band of heroes, destined for mythic 
greatness, survive long enough to hold 
back the forces of chaos and evil until the 
cavalry arrives? A Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game adventure for 1st-level characters, 
The Worldwound Incursion begins the 
Wrath of the Righteous Adventure Path. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 9073 ..................................$22.99

pathFinder item CardS: wrath oF 
the riGhteouS adventure path 
Be they lost relics of prior crusades, sinister 
weapons liberated from demonic forces, or 
ancient wonders from a land murdered by the 
formation of the Worldwound, this deck presents 
a trove of treasures for use in your Wrath of the 
Righteous campaign. Each of this set’s 54 beautifully illustrated, full-color cards includes 
space on the back to add notes for each item, allowing players to track their favorite 
treasures. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 3033 ..................................................................................................... $10.99
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pathFinder map paCk: 
evil ruinS 
Pathfinder Map Pack: Evil Ruins contains 
18 full-color, 5 x 8-inch map tiles, 
stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason 
A. Engle, that combine to form a modular, 
customizable series of treacherous locales, 
perfect for adventures exploring haunted 
and evil-infested ruins! From spider haunts 
to profane altars to overflowing ossuaries, 
this accessory brings all the horror and 
dark ambiance of unhallowed ruins to your 
tabletop. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 4045 ..................................$13.99

pathFinder module: 
wardenS oF the 
reborn ForGe 
The Grand Duchy of Alkenstar has 
withstood the ravages of the surrounding 
Mana Wastes for over a century thanks to 
its industrious citizens and the awesome 
power of their technological innovations. 
But when the clockwork guardians meant 
to protect Alkenstar begin attacking 
citizens, riots threaten to disrupt the 
already unstable balance of power within 
the city. Can the heroes discover the 
cause of these strange events and save 
the citizens of Alkenstar from turning on 
themselves? Pathfinder Module: Wardens 
of the Reborn Forge is a deluxe super-
adventure for 12th-level characters. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 9543 ..................................$24.99

pathFinder taleS: 
kinG oF ChaoS 
by Dave Gross 
After a century of imprisonment, demons 
have broken free of the wardstones 
surrounding the Worldwound. Gathering an 
unlikely group of allies, Count Varian Jeggare 
and his hellspawn bodyguard, Radovan, 
desperately search the ruins of a fallen nation 
for a magical text containing the rituals that 
first opened the gate to the Abyss, hoping it 
also contains the secret to closing it. As they 
fight across a broken land of cultists, fiends, 
and monsters, Radovan and Varian must 
make hard choices that could help save the 
world - or destroy it completely! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
PZO 8516 ....................................$9.99

o/a the Great Fire oF london 
Sunday, September 2, 1666, Thomas 
Farriner, the baker to the King, neglected 
to put out the hearth fire in his shop. This 
simple act of negligence created a towering 
and lethal inferno which would eventually 
destroy 13,000 houses and leave nearly 
90 percent of the cities’ population destitute 
and homeless. The future of London lies in 
your hands! The Lord Mayor has failed to 
act and it falls to you, a wealthy landlord, to 
lead trained bands of militia to fight the fire 
and save the city and London’s most famous 
landmarks! 
PAN GF01 ..................................$60.00

pathFinder player Companion: 
demon hunter’S handbook 
Unveil the secrets of demonkind and learn the 
best ways to combat the Abyss’ most prevalent 
denizens, from the cunning babau to the awful 
balor, with the Pathfinder Player Companion: 
Demon Hunter’s Handbook.New archetypes, feats, 
spells, magic items, and more give you the tools 
you need to combat Golarion’s vilest extraplanar 
menaces. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 9437 ........................................... $12.99

aCe deteCtive 
In San Francisco 1941, crimes, mysteries, 
and good old-fashioned murder present 
unique challenges to detectives and 
residents alike. Ace Detective is a 
StoryTelling Card Game that rewards 
imagination and the turn of a good tale. 
Play your cards right, tell your story, and 
be rewarded the Plot Points needed to 
place clues on the suspects of the crime. 
Everyone in this gritty city is competing to 
tell their own story and become the true Ace 
Detective! Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
PGS 8TH0002 ............................$40.00

pathFinder rpG: 
mythiC adventureS 
From humble beginnings to the lofty 
heights of world-spanning power, 
Mythic Adventures serves as the 
gateway to an entirely new style of high 
adventure, with innovative rules that fit 
seamlessly with all levels of standard 
Pathfinder RPG play. Mythic Adventures 
introduces six powerful mythic paths 
for characters to explore (archmage, 
champion, guardian, hierophant, 
marshall, and trickster), as well as 
new mythic feats, spells, magic items, 
artifacts, and legendary items, over 
40 mythic monsters to challenge your 
characters, and an extensive guide to 
help Game Masters craft mythic stories. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PZO 1126 ..............................$39.99

pAnDAsAurus GAmes
OFFeReD aGaiN

pAssport 
GAme stuDios

Farkle around 
Run, Match, Roll! A new take on 
everyone’s favorite game of skill and luck, 
this whirlwind game of dice and cards 
may leave players’ heads spinning, but not 
before the last dice fill the card. Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 6902 ...................................$15.60

pAtch proDucts

Chain letterS 
In this skill and action word game, players 
attempt to link letters together to form 
words - without dropping them! Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 6925 ...................................$20.70

FlaSh & FuriouS 
Think fast or be flashed in this addictive, 
electronic, talking trivia game! Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 7423 ...................................$35.50

Go ape! 
Don’t Monkey Around! Why Go Fish when 
you can Go Ape! in this zany edition of 
the classic card game. Scheduled to ship 
in July 2013.  
PAT 7254 .....................................$9.60

Go oink! 
Pigs in a Pod! Why Go Fish when you 
can Go Oink! in this zany edition of the 
classic card game. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
PAT 7257 .....................................$9.60
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perplexuS oriGinal 
Perplexus is a maze game where players 
maneuver a small marble around 
challenging barriers inside a transparent 
sphere. Unlike traditional flat-surface 
mazes that are composed of one path, 
Perplexus houses various challenging tracks 
with 100 barriers providing a frustrating 
(yet fun!) three-dimensional experience. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 950 .....................................$25.00

perplexuS rookie 
Perplexus Rookie introduces you to the world 
of Perplexus and a whole new realm of 
perplexity! Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 952 .....................................$23.00

twiSt & tumble: 
Shizzle diCe Game 
Shizzle, don’t Fizzle, in this risk-taking, 
color-and-number matching dice game! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 7316 ...................................$11.80

twiSt & tumble: 
toSS up! diCe Game 
Be the first to score 100 in this addictively 
dicey dice game where green is king! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 7366 ...................................$11.80

perplexuS twiSt 
With Perplexus Twist, you’ll find traps, 
cliffhangers, and dead ends! You can 
only move on by twisting and realigning 
the tracks within the shell. It’s a whole new 
Twist to Perplexus!  Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
PAT 956 .....................................$30.00

perplexuS epiC 
Perplexus Epic is here to humble you 
with amazing new obstacles that require 
a whole new level of concentration 
and finesse! Its impressive 125 barriers 
are certain to entertain, challenge, 
and frustrate you to Epic proportions! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAT 954 .....................................$30.00

bioShoCk inFinite: 
the SieGe oF Columbia 
1912. The magnificent floating city of 
Columbia, intended to be a shining symbol 
of American exceptionalism, has been 
disavowed by the very nation that created 
it. Part world’s fair and part battleship, 
Columbia has erupted into civil war as two 
sides vie for control of the most important 
city on Earth. Will you usher Columbia 
toward salvation - or ruin? Based on the 
exciting BioShock Infinite video game, 
players in BioShock Infinite: The Siege of 
Columbia board game take on the role 
of the Founders and Vox Populi factions, 
desperately seeking to seize control of 
Columbia. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PSI PHGBS101 ............................$84.95

plAiD hAt GAmes

pokémon compAny 
internAtionAl

pokémon tCG: blaCk & white 
Make the most of the great Grass Snake 
Pokémon Snivy and the superb Sea Otter 
Pokémon Oshawott with the Pokemon TCG: 
Black & White Starter Figure Boxes! Inside 
you’ll find a special foil promo card, an 
amazing 3D oversized card, an awesome 
figure, three Black & White Emerging 
Powers booster packs, and a special 
supplemental code card that will unlock 
all of this and more in the Pokemon TCG 
Online! Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
OUTsTaNDiNG OshawOTT BOx 
PUI 10658 .......................................... PI
sUpeR sNivy BOx
PUI 10656 .......................................... PI

pokémon tCG: blaCk & white 
team plaSma box 
A new and terrible foe stalks the Pokémon 
TCG - the villainous Team Plasma! Now 
you, too, can unleash their fearsome 
power with the Pokémon TCG: Team 
Plasma Box, featuring three Pokémon TCG 
booster packs, two Team Plasma Pokémon 
full-art foil promo cards, a cool Team 
Plasma coin, and a special, oversized, 
full-art promo card featuring Team Plasma 
Darkrai. Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
PUI 10832 .......................................... PI

level 7 [omeGa protoCol] 
A tactical, miniatures-based board game 
set in the world of Level 7 [ESCAPE], 
players in Level 7 [Omega Protocol] 
fearlessly enter the belly of the beast as 
part of a highly trained team of operatives 
and work together to neutralize all threats 
- or take control of the swarms of creatures 
inhabiting Subterra Bravo and ensure the 
human intruders know true terror before 
they meet their grisly fate! Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013.  
PIP 62004 ..................................$89.99

WArmAcHine
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  

Formula p3: ConverGenCe 
oF CyriSS ColorS 
This Formula P3 Convergence of Cyriss 
Colors set includes key colors for painting 
Convergence of Cyriss miniatures.  Scheduled 
to ship in July 2013.  
PIP 93117 ..................................$17.99

ConverGenCe oF CyriSS 
battleGroup Starter 
Grind All Who Oppose You To Dust! 
Emerging from their hidden temple 
workshops, the enigmatic Convergence of 
Cyriss have unleashed their sophisticated 
clockwork and mechanika weapons called 
vectors on the Iron Kingdoms as they begin 
the final phase of their Great Work. This 
Convergence of Cyriss starter box contains 
quickstart rules and a complete battlegroup 
of four plastic models (Warcaster Forge 
Master Syntherion, Cipher Heavy Vector, 
Mitigator Light Vector, and Galvanizer 
Light Vector) and corresponding stat cards 
for Warmachine. 
PIP 36000 ..................................$49.99

privAteer press

ConverGenCe oF CyriSS 
aurora, numen oF 
aeroGeneSiS warCaSter 
(white metal) 
PIP 36001 .................................. $16.99

ConverGenCe oF CyriSS 
Cipher / inverter / monitor 
heavy veCtor (plaStiC) 
PIP 36002 .................................. $34.99

ConverGenCe oF CyriSS 
CloCkwork anGelS unit (3) 
(white metal) 
PIP 36003 .................................. $24.99
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ForCeS oF warmaChine - 
ConverGenCe oF CyriSS 
Embrace the Perfection of the Machine! 
To those who worship Cyriss, no tenet is 
more sacred than the Fifth Harmonic - 
the belief that the Clockwork Goddess 
will manifest once the perfect machine 
is created across all of Caen. For 
centuries the cult has been amassing 
an immense mechanikal army, poised 
to take the final steps in readying for 
their goddess. The time has come 
for the Convergence to complete the 
Great Work, and they will let none 
stand in their way! Devote yourself to 
mechanikal perfection and transcend 
the flesh with Forces of Warmachine: 
Convergence of Cyriss, featuring 
complete faction rules and profiles for 
fielding the Convergence of Cyriss in 
Warmachine Mk II.
hc
PIP 1054 ................................$39.99
sc 
PIP 1053 ................................$29.99

merCenary Cylena raeFyll 
& nySS hunterS nySS 
CharaCter unit (white metal) 
PIP 41109 .................................. $59.99

proteCtorate delivererS 
unit (10) (white metal) 
PIP 32100 ..................................$49.99

CeltiC 3d Green/blaCk 
reviSed diCe Set (7) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS SCER15 .................................... PI

ChineSe draGon baG 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS BCDR101 .................................. PI

human diCe tower 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS THUM101 ................................. PI

elven diCe tower 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS TELV101 ................................... PI

Q-workshop

iron kinGdomS Full metal 
FantaSy rpG diCe 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS SPIK02 ...................................... PI

pentaGram diCe baG 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS BPEN102 .................................. PI

poker diCe Set with red poker 
leather Cup (10 +1) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS SPOK01 .................................... PI

poker diCe Set with Silver 
poker leather Cup (10 +1) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS SPOK02 .................................... PI

warmaChine FaCtion diCe 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
cRyx 
QWS SPWA46 ............................... PI
cyGNaR 
QWS SPWA45 ............................... PI
khaDOR 
QWS SPWA04 ............................... PI
meRceNaRies 
QWS SPWA30 ............................... PI
pROTecTORaTe OF meNOTh 
QWS SPWA47 ............................... PI
ReTRiBUTiON OF scyRah 
QWS SPWA48 ............................... PI
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dominion: GuildS expanSion 
The Guilds expansion adds 13 new 
Kingdom cards to Dominion, as well as 
coin tokens that you can save to spend 
later, and cards you can get more out of 
by paying extra for them. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
RGG 496 ...................................$29.95

roll For the Galaxy 
In this dice variant of the popular Race 
for the Galaxy board game of space 
empire building, your dice represent your 
populace, whom you direct to develop new 
technologies, settle worlds, and ship goods. 
The player who best manages his workers 
and builds the most prosperous empire 
wins! Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
RGG 492 ...................................$49.95

o/a piñata 
Piñata is a rethemed version of Balloon Cup. 
RGG 493 ...................................$29.95

yellow biohazard baG 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS BBIO103 ................................... PI

yellow nuke baG 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
QWS BNUK103 ................................. PI

rio GrAnDe GAmes

OFFeReD aGaiN

ArmoureD clAsH
Scheduled to ship in April 2013.  

antarCtiCa 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC05 ..........................$110.00

Federated StateS 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC03 ..........................$110.00

blazinG Sun 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC04 ..........................$110.00

spArtAn GAmes

kinGdom oF britannia 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC01 ..........................$110.00

pruSSian empire 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC02 ..........................$110.00

ruSSian Coalition 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC07 ..........................$110.00

republique oF FranCe 
armoured briGade box 
SGS DWAC06 ..........................$110.00

DysTopiAn leGions
Scheduled to ship in April 2013.  

empire oF the blazinG 
Sun kawaChi-kanpon 
SGS DLBS30 ...............................$28.00

Federated StateS oF 
ameriCa m18673”
hotChkiSS revolvinG Cannon 
SGS DLFS30 ...............................$24.00

pruSSian empire 
300kv paCk 69 
SGS DLPE30 ...............................$24.00

kinGdom oF 
britannia armStronG 
14 pounder CannonS 
SGS DLKB30 ...............................$24.00

DysTopiAn WArs
Scheduled to ship in April 2013.  

blazinG Sun komainu 
ClaSS GarriSon tank 
SGS DWBS35 ............................. $14.00

blazinG Sun ronin 
ClaSS heavy walker 
SGS DWBS34 .............................$15.50

blazinG Sun ryuo 
ClaSS larGe robot 
SGS DWBS36 .............................$28.00

italian StateS 
naval battle Group 
SGS DWAL06 .............................$61.00

Federated StateS 
Columbia ClaSS land train 
SGS DWFS33 .............................$16.00

italian StateS Support Group 
SGS DWAL07 .............................$54.00

pruSSian empire a2-l ‘ritter’ 
ClaSS liGht tank 
SGS DWPE34 .............................$10.00

dyStopian warS pruSSian 
empire SChildtraGer ClaSS 
medium robot 
SGS DWPE33 .............................$26.00

republique oF FranCe 
Grele ClaSS Flak tank 
SGS DWRF33 .............................$15.50

Spielbox maGazine #2 
(enGliSh edition) 
Spielbox, the world’s most widely read 
board game magazine, is now available 
in English! Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
IMP SPB20132 ............................$11.99

spielbox
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zombie diCe brain CaSe 
Featuring a plastic dice cup with a screw-
on lid ringed with 13 braaaaaaaiiiins, the 
Zombie Dice Brain Case comes complete 
with a custom score pad so you don’t have 
to waste your own limited brainpower on 
remembering your total. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013.  
SJG 5914 .....................................$9.95

revolver 1.5: death rideS 
a horSe expanSion 
A whole mess of danger lurks in the wilds: 
from a deranged masked knifeman, to 
strange lights in the woods, to a secret 
valley flush with hazards - both lawman 
and bandit alike will need their wits about 
them to survive! Revolver: Death Rides 
a Horse introduces new cards for both 
players that give them the opportunity 
to customize their decks, bringing new 
variety and replayability to each game. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI SG-7005 ..............................$14.95

SavaGe worldS: 
beaStS & barbarianS - 
Jalizar, City oF thieveS 
Jalizar, City of Thieves, the Rotten Flower 
of the North, is revealed! Within the 
pages of this city sourcebook for Beasts & 
Barbarians, you’ll learn the seedy ways of 
the Thieves’ Guild, smuggling goods into 
the city, evading the corrupt city watch, 
vying for power with the Merchant Houses, 
or venturing into the dark Sewers of Jalizar 
where an age-old evil lurks undisturbed. 
Plus, 20 new Edges, new trappings, 
tweaks for arcane backgrounds, and 
an additional list of gear await you. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
S2P 30004 .................................$24.99

o/a the myStery 
oF the templarS 
Escort pilgrims, seek out and discover 
long-lost artifacts of Christian lore, procure 
valuable trade goods, safeguard precious 
caravans and trade ships, garner favor in 
the Holy Lands, and avoid the Persecution in 
this game of trade, development, and battle. 
GIO SL0140 ...............................$65.00

revolver 1.3: venGeanCe 
on the Frontier expanSion 
Revolver: Vengeance on the Frontier gives 
both players the option of buying cards 
from a separate, neutral Frontier Deck with 
dollar coin tokens earned during the main 
game. Additionally, the expansion further 
elaborates on the new winning condition 
added for McReady in Revolver: Hunt 
the Man Down, and many of the cards 
are also useful to both players at the San 
Manzanillo prison location. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
PSI SG-7003 ..............................$14.95

SavaGe worldS: 
deadlandS noir Companion 
The Deadlands Noir Companion shines a 
light on the rest of Noir North America - 
including Chicago, Shan Fan, Lost Angels, 
and the incredible City of Gloom. The 
Companion also introduces martial artists, 
and adds Sykers and the Blessed to the 
ranks of those struggling against the eternal 
darkness. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
S2P 10702 .................................$39.99

SavaGe worldS: 
deadlandS noir Gm SCreen 
This full-color, three-panel, landscaped 
format GM Screen comes with the 32-
page Deadlands Noir adventure, “The Old 
Absinthe House Blues.” Scheduled to ship 
in July 2013.  
S2P 10701 .................................$19.99

o/a dunGeon venture 
Protect the Land! Defend the Weak! 
Serve the Light! Find the Servants of Evil 
and Destroy Them! A fast-paced board 
game of dungeon adventuring, players 
in Dungeon Venture portray brave heroes 
who undergo a quest to foil the schemes of 
the Evil Keeper. 
GIO GU049 ...............................$49.90

SavaGe worldS: 
deadlandS noir Card deCkS 
The action in Deadlands Noir comes 
fast and furious. Keep up with the flying 
lead and sizzling mojo with these two 
gorgeous, 54-card decks designed by 
three-time Hugo award-winning artist 
Cheyenne Wright. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
S2P 10708 .................................$14.99

revolver 1.4: the tarniShed 
Star expanSion 
Bad things are going down at Rattlesnake 
Creek. Decisions taken in the heat of the 
moment may scar some desperate men 
for the rest of their wicked lives. When 
the dust settles, only one side can claim 
victory. Will it be yours? Revolver: The 
Tarnished Star adds an optional “duel” 
scene at Rattlesnake Creek, an extra 
decision for the McReady player, and new 
cards for the Frontier Deck. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
PSI SG-7004 ..............................$14.95

SavaGe worldS: 
deadlandS noir mapS
Each map pack contains a double-sided, 
erasable, gridded poster map for Deadlands 
Noir. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
BayOUs
S2P 10706 .................................$14.99
cemeTeRy / cRypT
S2P 10705 .................................$14.99
hOTel / maNOR 
S2P 10704 .................................$14.99
New ORleaNs / hexacO Oil 
S2P 10703 .................................$14.99
OFFices / TheaTRe 
S2P 10707 .................................$14.99

steve JAckson GAmes

OFFeReD aGaiN

strAtelibri

stronGholD GAmes

stuDio 2 publishinG

SavaGe worldS: 
deadlandS noir Core ruleS 
New Orleans, 1935. Whoever called 
this “The Big Easy” sure got that one 
wrong. From shady thugs to crooked 
cops to Mafia soldiers, there’s plenty 
of characters out there looking to give 
an honest Joe a hard time. And that’s 
not the worst of it. Still, there are a few 
heroes left in the concrete jungle. Steely-
eyed private dicks, fast-talking grifters, 
wild-eyed inventors, and shadowy 
houngans still struggle against the 
encroaching darkness. Set in the world 
of the Deadlands universe, Deadlands 
Noir includes new Edges, Hindrances, 
and powers, as well as new rules for 
handling detective work, the state of the 
Union and the CSA in the Depression-
era, a complete Plot Point campaign, 
and, of course, more monsters and 
ghouls than you can shake a smoking 
.45 automatic at. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
S2P 10018 .............................$29.99

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a deadlandS reloaded: 
return to manitou bluFF 
During the Battle of Lost Angels, a 
catastrophic earthquake tore Clover Mesa 
- once known as Manitou Bluff - into four 
parts and revealed a motherlode of ghost 
rock at its center. Everyone from Kang’s 
triad to the Union to the Wasatch Rail Co. 
are after its riches, and they’ll do whatever 
it takes to seize them! A Deadlands 
Reloaded adventure for Legendary heroes, 
Return to Manitou Bluff features all the 
people, places, and plots you need to run 
this epic tale.   
S2P 10211 .................................$19.99
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dunGeon roll 
A vicious dragon is out there! Assemble your party! Slay the dragon! Grab the treasure! 
In this dicey dungeon delve, players roll their party devised of clerics, fighters, mages, 
thieves, and champions with special and unique abilities, then venture out to destroy 
the monsters, drink potions, collect treasures, and slay dragons found in the dungeon. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PSI TTT9004 .................................................................................................. $19.95

undead StateS oF ameriCa 
Card Game 
Rally refugees, build safe zones, and 
lead your rag-tag forces through a 
psychological nightmare in the Undead 
States of America Card Game! From the 
Author of The Zombie Monologues, this 
thrilling card game version of the Undead 
States of America miniatures game comes 
complete with 108 full-color cards and 
playing map consisting of 32 terrain 
cards with both “stable” and “ravaged” 
sides to help you track the spread of the 
zombie apocalypse as it moves across the 
continent. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
SCU 0016 ..................................$25.00

General’S order Sun ShanG 
xianG deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
UPR 84116 ......................................... PI

General’S order 
xiao qian deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
UPR 84115 ......................................... PI

tAsty minstrel GAmes

twiliGht creAtions

zombieS!!! 12: zombie zoo 
The zoo has been infected and the animals are turning into zombies! The monkeys have 
escaped, but you still have the ability to override the automatic release on the other 
cages in the zoo. You must reach these cages in time or the animals will break loose, 
making your job even harder. Zombies!!! 12: Zombie Zoo comes complete with 15 tiles, 
30 cards, 90 plastic zombie animals, five lock tokens, and rules. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
TLC 2112 ..................................................................................................$24.99

uber Goober GAmes

ultrA pro

General’S order 
xiao qiao play mat 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
UPR 84124 ......................................... PI

kaiJudo deCk proteCtor 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12) 
UPR 86502-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 86502-S ...................................... PI

kaiJudo inFernuS 
deCk proteCtor 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12)
UPR 86503-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 86503-S ...................................... PI

General’S order 
zhanG Chun hua play mat 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
UPR 84098 ......................................... PI

kaiJudo tritonuS 
deCk proteCtor
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12)
UPR 86504-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 86504-S ...................................... PI

General’S order 
zhanG Chun hua deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
UPR 84117 ......................................... PI

reliC kniGhtS kate deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
UPR 84113 ......................................... PI

reliC kniGhtS kate 
deCk proteCtor 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12)
UPR 84110-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 84110-S ...................................... PI
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reliC kniGhtS kiSa 
deCk proteCtor 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12)
UPR 84111-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 84111-S ...................................... PI

reliC kniGhtS 
one Shot deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
UPR 84112 ......................................... PI

reliC kniGhtS kiSa deCk box 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
UPR 84114 ......................................... PI

reliC kniGhtS one Shot 
deCk proteCtor 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
Display (12)
UPR 84109-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 84109-S ...................................... PI

eureka ball 
Eureka! It’s a Puzzle! It’s Geometric Art! 
It’s a Creative Tool for Innovators! From 
the creator of Ball of Whacks comes 
this fun puzzle designed to jumpstart 
your creativity! Combine the 12, unique 
magnetic pieces with other Creative 
Whack products for endless possibilities! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
UGS EB12 ..................................$25.00

us GAmes systems

the wizard oF oz 
Game oF liFe 
Celebrating the 75th Anniversary of The 
Wizard Of Oz! It’s your turn to collect a 
heart, a brain, courage, and find your 
way home as you travel along the Yellow 
Brick Road with your favorite The Wizard 
of Oz characters Dorothy, Scarecrow, 
Cowardly Lion, and Tin Man and visit all 
of the magical locations in the Game of 
Life! Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
USO LF010188................................... PI

usAopoly

the wizard oF oz monopoly 
Celebrating the 75th Anniversary of The 
Wizard Of Oz! You’re not in Kansas 
anymore with The Wizard Of Oz 
Monopoly! Follow the Yellow Brick Road 
as you buy, sell, and trade your favorite 
locations in the movie from Home Sweet 
Home, the Emerald City, and the Witch’s 
Castle to the Haunted Forest, Poppy Fields, 
and the Apple Orchard. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013.  
USO MN010188 ................................ PI

model waSh 
Scheduled to ship in May 2013.  
Black 
VAL 76518 ...................................$5.99
BROwN 
VAL 76513 ...................................$5.99
DaRk BROwN 
VAL 76514 ...................................$5.99
DaRk GReeN 
VAL 76512 ...................................$5.99
DaRk GRey 
VAL 76517 ...................................$5.99
DaRk RUsT 
VAL 76507 ...................................$5.99
DaRk yellOw 
VAL 76503 ...................................$5.99
GRey 
VAL 76516 ...................................$5.99
liGhT GRey 
VAL 76515 ...................................$5.99
liGhT RUsT 
VAL 76505 ...................................$5.99
RUsT 
VAL 76506 ...................................$5.99
whiTe 
VAL 76501 ...................................$5.99

the wizard oF oz memory 
Celebrating the 75th Anniversary of 
The Wizard Of Oz! It’s the world’s most 
popular matching game - now with a The 
Wizard of Oz twist! Turn over the Picture 
Cards to find matches from a variety 
categories. Assume the role of one of six 
different The Wizard of Oz characters 
with all-new Role Cards for added fun 
and challenge! But, beware of The Wicked 
Witch directive cards! When they pop 
up, something bad is bound to happen!  
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
USO ME010188 ................................. PI

darkeSt niGht box 
Can you save the kingdom from darkness? Do 
you have the courage, the cunning, and the will 
to withstand the necromancer and his forces? 
Darkest Night is a fully-cooperative board 
game for up to four players, set in a kingdom 
broken under a necromancer’s shadow, where 
each player takes on the role of one of the 
kingdom’s last heroes, each with a unique set 
of special abilities, just as they hatch a plan to 
save the realm. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
VPG DNBOX ............................................PI

vAlleJo pAints

victory point GAmes 

dawn oF the zedS: 
the battle For FarminGdale 
2nd edition box 
In Dawn of the Zeds: The Battle for 
Farmingdale, a States of Siege solitaire 
game of horror and survival, your 
strategies will be put to the test as a deadly 
virus has turned ordinary people into 
vicious, zombie-like killers - nicknamed 
“Zeds”! Will you be able to fight hordes 
of Zeds while protecting the townspeople 
of Farmingdale? Test your heroics and 
unearth Dawn of the Zeds! Scheduled to 
ship in July 2013.  
VPG ZEDS2NDBOX ............................ PI

hell’S Gate box 
In Hell’s Gate, a simulation game of the 
Battle of the Korsun Pocket in Ukraine, 
during January and February of 1944, 
two players direct the German and Soviet 
forces as they seek to capture or regain 
territory and inflict losses on the opposing 
side while minimizing their own losses. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
VPG HGBOX ...................................... PI

zuluS on the rampartS! 
2nd edition box 
It is January 22,1879, and the British 
invasion column moving into Zululand 
was disastrously defeated that morning 
at nearby Isandlwana. Now, fresh troops 
from the victorious Zulu iMpi (army) are 
advancing on your position. With your 
140 British soldiers and auxiliaries, can 
you endure the repeated attacks of over 
4000 Zulu warriors in this States of Siege 
game that puts you squarely in command 
of a desperate defense? Scheduled to ship 
in July 2013.  
VPG ZOTR2NDBX ............................... PI

the laSt kinG oF 
SCotland box 
The Last King of Scotland, the first in the 
African Wars, simulates the Uganda-
Tanzania  War of 1978-1979 that ousted 
Uganda’s President for Life, Idi Amin 
Dada. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
VPG LKOSBOX ................................... PI
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o/a dark FutureS: 
apoCalypSe SurvivorS - 
the men 
This miniatures set contains 30 multi-part, 
28mm-scale figures of armed civilians in a 
post-apocalyptic setting.
WGF DF003 ...............................$21.95

HisToric 
miniATures

wArGAmes fActory
OFFeReD aGaiN

wArlorD GAmes

o/a albion triumphant 
pt2: waterloo 
WLG WG-BP-004 ....................... $20.75

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a CaeSarian 
roman Command 
WLG WGH-CR-21 ........................$4.37 o/a uSmC 30 Cal mmG team 

WLG WGB-AM-28 .......................$6.14

o/a CaeSarian 
roman SCorpion 
WLG WGH-CR-23 ......................$10.51

o/a uSmC 60mm liGht mortar 
WLG WGB-AM-24 ............................. PI

o/a daCian SCorpion 
WLG WGH-DA-23 .....................$10.51

o/a daCian Falxmen 
WLG WGH-CE-09 ......................$22.93

o/a uSmC bazooka, 
Sniper & Flamethrower (6) 
WLG WGB-AM-29 .......................$8.74

o/a daCian warriorS in CapS 
WLG WGH-CE-10 ......................$22.93

o/a napoleoniC poliSh 
viStula inFantry 
WLG WGN-POL-01 ....................$19.11

o/a Sherman FireFly vC 
britiSh tank 
WLG WGB-BI-116 ......................$20.75

o/a uS marine CorpS hq (5) 
WLG WGB-AM-30 ............................. PI

o/a Su-76 SelF propelled Gun 
WLG WGB-RI-120 ......................$19.11

o/a uS marine 
CorpS Squad (10) 
WLG WGB-AM-31 ............................. PI

o/a 5ive StraiGht 
WIN 1170 ......................................... PI

winninG moves
OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a a wriGht to liberty 
500-pieCe paStime puzzle 
WIN 7137 ......................................... PI

o/a ClaSSiC yahtzee 
WIN 1167 ......................................... PI

o/a lone wolF 300-pieCe 
paStime puzzle 
WIN 7125 ......................................... PI

o/a ClaSSiC Sorry 
WIN 1171 ......................................... PI

o/a queen a 1000-pieCe 
paStime puzzle 
WIN 7120 ......................................... PI

o/a reJoiCe! 500-pieCe
paStime puzzle 
WIN 7138 ......................................... PI

o/a rubik’S 2 x2 
WIN 5007 ......................................... PI

o/a SidekiCkS 500-pieCe 
paStime puzzle 
WIN 7107 ......................................... PI

o/a SentinelS 1000-pieCe 
paStime puzzle 
WIN 7147 ......................................... PI

o/a StarliGht rainForeSt 
1000-pieCe paStime puzzle 
WIN 7115 ......................................... PI
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o/a Super biG boGGle 
WIN 1165 ......................................... PI

o/a tribond 
WIN 1166 ......................................... PI

o/a Stop it 
WIN 1172 ......................................... PI

wizArDs of the coAst

advanCed dunGeonS & 
draGonS 1St edition 
aGainSt the Slave lordS 
hardCover 
This premium compilation of Against 
the Slave Lords features four timeless, 
classic, inter-connecting AD&D 
adventures (A1: Slave Pits of the 
Undercity, A2: Secret of the Slavers 
Stockade, A3: Assault on the Aerie 
of the Slave Lords, and A4: In the 
Dungeons of the Slave Lords), and 
includes a brand-new adventure by 
Skip Williams, A0: Danger at Darkshelf 
Quarry, that creates a fresh entry point 
for the series by adding content for 
level 1-3 characters. Scheduled to ship 
in June 2013.  
WOC A45360000 .................$49.95

maGiC the GatherinG CCG: 2014 Core Set 
Ignite Your Spark! Providing an ideal entry point into Magic: The Gathering 
for new and returning fans, the 2014 Core Set features 249-cards and is 
introduced in Booster Packs, Intro Packs, Event Decks, Booster Battle Packs, 
and Fat Packs. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. NOTe: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOsTeR BaTTle pack Display (12) WOC M14BBPD..............$119.88
BOOsTeR Display (36) WOC M14BD .....................................$143.64
eveNT Deck Display (6) WOC M14EDD.................................$149.94
FaT pack WOC M14FAT ...........................................................$39.99
iNTRO pack Display (10) WOC M14IPD ................................$149.90

maGiC the GatherinG CCG: theroS 
The next expansion block for Magic: The Gathering, Theros features 
249-cards and is introduced in Booster Packs, Intro Packs, Event Decks, and 
Fat Packs. Scheduled to ship in September 2013. NOTe: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOsTeR Display (36) WOC THSBD.......................................$143.64
eveNT Deck Display (6) WOC THSEDD ..................................$149.94
FaT pack WOC THSFAT ............................................................$39.99
iNTRO pack Display (10) WOC THSIPD .................................$149.90

wizkiDs/necA

marvel heroClix: Fear itSelF - the miGhty SCenario paCk 
Iron Man strikes back with armor forged in Asgard in this all-new Marvel 
HeroClix product! “The Mighty” Scenario Pack continues all of the 
excitement of the Fear Itself Storyline event with unique content found only 
in this Scenario Pack, including Iron Man and Splitlip figures, 48 Horde 
tokens, dice with custom logos, two exclusive maps, and the Uru Forge 3D 
object. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
WZK 70923 .......................................................................................PI

marvel heroClix: 
Giant-man 
promotional FiGure  
Brilliant and powerful, Giant Man is 
not be underestimated! Previously 
only available as a limited figure 
at conventions, the Giant-Man 
colossal figure stands a whopping 
7” tall and is now available for the 
general public. The Giant-Man 
figure is individually packaged 
in single-figure super boosters, 
and comes with a bonus Ant-Man 
piece and both character cards. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
WZK 70562 .................... $39.99
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pathFinder battleS: Skull & ShaCkleS 
Standard booSter 8-Count briCk 
Sail the High Seas of Adventure! The friends, fiends, and foes of the 
Pathfinder Adventure Path: Skull & Shackles invade your gaming table 
with Pathfinder Battles: Skull & Shackles! This stunning set features 55 all-
new, pre-painted sculpts drawn from the gorgeous art in Paizo Publishing’s 
Pathfinder Adventure Path: Skull & Shackles. Each four-figure booster 
contains one Large figure and three Medium or Small figures. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  
WZK 71155 .......................................................................................PI

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a Star trek attaCk winG 
miniatureS Game Starter Set
In Star Trek Attack Wing, players portray commanders traversing the 
Final Frontier in their continuing mission to explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new civilizations, and boldly go where no Star 
Trek HeroClix game has gone before! Utilizing the FlightPath free-form 
maneuver system licensed by Fantasy Flight Games, Star Trek Attack Wing 
features collectible, pre-painted ships and vessels from all sectors of the 
Star Trek universe. Engage in exploratory missions and combat opposing 
forces as you survey sprawling Star Trek space maps made available via an 
in-store Organized Play program. Upgrade, customize, and assign familiar 
Trek crewmembers to your fleets, and access special stats and abilities for 
unique maneuvers using the separate HeroClix Combat Dials for exciting 
space action.
WZK 71120 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Star trek attaCk winG: expanSion paCk
In Star Trek Attack Wing, players portray commanders traversing the Final 
Frontier in their continuing mission to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, and boldly go where no Star Trek HeroClix 
game has gone before! Utilizing the FlightPath free-form maneuver system 
licensed by Fantasy Flight Games, Star Trek Attack Wing features collectible, 
pre-painted ships and vessels from all sectors of the Star Trek universe. 
Engage in exploratory missions and combat opposing forces as you survey 
sprawling Star Trek space maps made available via an in-store Organized 
Play program. Upgrade, customize, and assign familiar Trek crewmembers to 
your fleets, and access special stats and abilities for unique maneuvers using 
the separate HeroClix Combat Dials for exciting space action.
DOmiNiON GOR pORTas WZK 71128 ............................................. PI
DOmiNiON kRaxON WZK 71127 .................................................... PI
FeDeRaTiON U.s.s ReliaNT WZK 71121 ........................................... PI
ROmUlaN i.R.w. valDORe WZK 71123 ........................................... PI

o/a Star trek expeditionS
Boldly Go! Created by award-winning game designer Reiner Knizia, Star Trek 
Expeditions takes 1-4 players on a cooperative mission in the roles of Kirk, Spock, 
McCoy, and Uhura as they respond to an invitation from the Nibian government 
to open discussions about the planet joining the United Federation of Planets. 
However, all is not as it seems. Lead your away teams to solve the major story arcs 
plus key side missions before the Klingon Fleet arrives or the lone cloaked Klingon 
Battle cruiser in orbit destroys the Enterprise and her crew.
WZK 70192 .............................................................................. $49.99
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o/a Star trek heroClix 
taCtiCS SerieS ii Starter Set
Each Star Trek HeroClix Tactics Series 
II Starter Set features four ships - 
the Federation U.S.S. Fearless, the 
Klingon I.K.S. Drovana, the Romulan 
I.R.W N’Ventnar, and the Jem’Hadar 
4th Division Cruiser 1 - complete with 
a rulebook, a Powers & Abilities (PAC) 
reference card, and two double-sided 
maps of four iconic Star Trek locations.
WZK 70837 .................................PI

o/a Star trek heroClix: taCtiCS movie mini-Game
Cooperatively repel a Klingon assault on the U.S.S. Enterprise in the 
Star Trek HeroClix: Tactics Movie Mini-Game! Boldly go head-to-head 
as Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock clash against the Klingon forces allied 
against you in this two-player game featuring two Collectible Miniature 
Game Pieces of Captain James T. Kirk and Mr. Spock, with Character 
Cards, Game Tokens, a Powers & Abilities Card, a Rulebook, a full-color 
game board, and two dice.
WZK 70823 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Star trek 
heroClix taCtiCS SerieS ii 
Counter-top diSplay (12)
Relive iconic battles from the Star 
Trek Universe or create your own 
with the Star Trek HeroClix: Tactics 
tactical space combat game system. 
The Star Trek HeroClix Tactics Series II 
set features over 30 new pre-painted 
ships, including vessels representing 
new races never before seen in Star 
Trek Tactics - Cardassians, Ferengi, 
Jem’Hadar, Romulans, and Vulcans. 
Offered in Counter-Top displays 
packed with 12-count boosters.
WZK 70835 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Star trek: Fleet CaptainS
Beam up for adventure and boldly go into the depths of unexplored space 
with Star Trek: Fleet Captains, a strategic combat game based on the 
expansive Star Trek franchise!
WZK 70332 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Star trek: Fleet CaptainS - 
romulan empire expanSion
The Romulan Empire expands its influence into Star Trek: Fleet Captains! 
This expansion set contains 12 new Romulan ships with 10 new sub-decks, 
and introduces a new Mission type (Espionage) and the ability to assign 
Romulan Saboteurs to your opponent’s ships.
WZK 70836 .......................................................................................PI
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weiSS SChwarz puella maGi 
madoka maGiCa 
Introducing the first-ever booster pack 
for the Weiss Schwarz English Edition 
Trading Card Game! Use the magical 
abilities of Madoka and her friends from 
the revolutionary hit anime, Puella Magi 
Madoka Magica, to create the strongest 
deck of your wishes! This 100-card 
expansion is introduced in 8-card boosters 
packed in 20-card displays. Scheduled to 
ship in May 2013. NOTe: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
BOOsTeR Display (20) 
YCW 318833-D ................................. PI
BOOsTeR pack 
YCW 318833-S .................................. PI

hot war: battle For oil 
The Cold War just heated up! Imagine 
an Earth much like ours, but with no 
perestroika, no glasnost, no relaxation. 
The Cold War simmers in every corner 
of the world. Suddenly, almost without 
warning, the Arab East erupts into conflict. 
The Hot War has begun! Powered by the 
Art of Tactic system, Battle for Oil includes 
14 plastic unit models, six double-sided 
game boards, 30 terrain hexes, plastic 
elevation tiles, 14 unit cards, dice, water-
based markers, decals, game rules, and 
a scenario booklet. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013.  
ZVE 7410 ...................................$69.95

maliFaux: the iron zombie 
enCounterS box 
Discover the dangers of the University 
of Transmortis! The Iron Zombies claw 
their way from the sewers to threaten the 
good citizens of Malifaux! This Malifaux 
Encounters set contains rules for using 
the four Iron Zombies as Ressurectionist 
models, as well as scenario rules for 
including them in any game between any 
two crews. The University of Transmortis 
also includes a solo play scenario for 
testing a gamer’s crew against the minions 
of Professor Albus Von Schtook! Scheduled 
to ship in June 2013.  
WYR 6020 .................................$40.00

o/a the ShipS: 
armada invenCible 
Utilizing the Origins Award-nominated Art 
of Tactic game system, The Ships: Armada 
Invencible plunges players back to the 
16th and 17th Centuries as competing 
captains of a fleet of English or Spanish 
sailing warships. 
ZVE 6505 ...................................$69.95

yy cArD worlD

z-mAn GAmes

pandemiC: 
in the lab expanSion 
Four New Roles! Three New 
Events! One Worldwide Disaster! 
Behind sealed bio-hazard doors, 
scientists race against time to 
sequence diseases and test cures. 
Take samples and develop cures 
in the Lab challenge. Play on your 
own or as rival teams (for 4 or 6 
players), extend the On the Brink 
challenges with new Virulent 
Strain Events or the Worldwide 
Panic Mutation scenario. Can 
your team work together in the 
lab to save humanity? Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013.  

ZMG 71102 .............................................................................. $34.99

zvezDA

OFFeReD aGaiN

o/a world war ii 
tank Combat 
Tank Combat takes place in the war-torn 
steppe of Eastern Europe as the mighty 
mechanical behemoths of the German 
Wehrmacht clash with those of the besieged 
Soviet Union during the tense fighting of 
World War II. Powered by the Origins 
Award-nominated Art of Tactic game system 
and fully compatible with all World War II Art 
of Tactic games, World War II Tank Combat 
comes complete with six 1/100-scale tank 
models, four double-sided gameboards, 
terrain tiles, game cards, player aids, ten 
dice, and two water-based markers. 
ZVE 6222 ...................................$29.95

wyrD miniAtures 

evil baby orphanaGe: 
the Crayon maniFeSto 
expanSion 
The Crayon Manifesto expansion 
adds Time Nannies to the Evil Baby 
Orphanage core game, which gives 
each player an alternate win condition 
or really cool effects that can change 
how the game plays! Also included are 
new babies, action cards, and toys! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
WYR PG002 ...........................$12.00

o/a pandemiC 
(new edition)
As skilled members of a disease-
fighting team, you must keep four 
deadly diseases at bay while 
discovering their cures. You and 
your teammates will travel across 
the globe, treating infections 
while finding resources for cures. 
The clock is ticking as outbreaks 
and epidemics fuel the spreading 
plagues, and you must work as 
a team to succeed. Can you find 
all four cures in time? The fate of 
humanity is in your hands!
ZMG 71100 ................... $39.99

o/a pandemiC: 
on the brink expanSion 
(2013 edition)
Has saving humanity become 
routine? Spice Pandemic up with 
new roles and events. Add a fifth 
player, try Legendary difficulty, 
or add an optional challenge: 
What if one disease is particularly 
nasty? Or, if a fifth disease is 
wreaking havoc? Or, even worse, 
if that fifth disease is being spread 
by a hidden Bio-Terrorist? Can 
your team work together to cure 
diseases in a world on the brink 
of disaster?
ZMG 71101 ................... $29.99

OFFeReD aGaiN




